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CREATING
GLOBAL WEALTH

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
By Magnus Heystek - Investment Strategist

As investment advisors and custodians of your current and future wealth
we are continually engaged in evaluating all the potential challenges and
threats to your wealth, while at the same also being on the outlook for
investment opportunities that might present themselves.
In this, the last of our investment newsletters for the year 2014 I would like to
present these challenges as well as point out the opportunities that we feel can
be considered for wealth preservation and creation.
The challenges are many and varied, most of them home grown, but one cannot
ignore the backdrop of several global macro-economic events that equally will
have a major influence on investment markets and hence your personal wealth.
These challenges do not present themselves in a neatly wrapped package with a
list of challenges and opportunities arranged in an alphabetical order for potential
investors to choose from as they would from a menu in a fancy restaurant.
If only investments were that simple! Instead one has to approach the
investment world as would Sherlock Holmes approach a crime-scene and
search for clues which are often very well hidden and not that obvious.
Also, the chances of being wrong on an assumption or conclusion, are
equally high.
Brenthurst Wealth Management (PTY) LTD FSP No. 7833

CHALLENGES
At any given time investment markets are engaged in an eternal battle between positive and negative
factors; the bulls and the bears engaged in a battle for supremacy. At present, on balance, we feel the
challenges are tending to overwhelm the potential positives, particularly the local challenges.
Herewith, in no particular order of importance, there are several factors we feel that need to be considered
in order to construct suitable investment strategies for clients of Brenthurst Wealth.
However, its needs to be stressed that these challenges and opportunities are also not cast in stone and
we continuously update our assessment of the events which could have an impact on your investments.

1

END OF THE

COMMODITY SUPER CYCLE

It is generally accepted that the commodity super
cycle—a cycle of rising demand and prices for
commodities such as platinum, gold, iron ore, coal,
copper, steel and aluminium—started in 2002 and
reached a plateau some time in 2011. This was mainly
driven by the massive demand from China but also
from other rapidly growing economies in the east and
middle-east.
Countries who benefitted from this massive cycle
include commodity producing countries such as
Australia, Brazil, Chile, Canada and South Africa.
Rising volumes of exports of commodities was
accompanied by rising prices which, as a result of an
improvement in the terms of trade, saw the currencies
of these countries rise over this period of time.
In 2002 SA earned $43 billion for its commodity
exports, by 2007 it had risen to $95 billion, just
before the global financial system went into an almost
total meltdown.
A general tapering of this cycle, which became
evident from 2011 onwards, immediately led to
a weakening of the SA currency against the US
dollar, British pound and euro.

South Africa is a major commodity producer and
exporter and 60% of our exports are hard commodities.
The structure and costs of SA producers has been
rising due to labour pressure, government taxation,
infrastructure problems as well as other price hikes.
The ending of the super cycle could not have come
at a worse time. While the drop in the rand over the
past four years has boosted their rand earnings,
this has been offset by labour costs, rising cost of
electricity and other factors.
In fact, an investment in SA based mines during
this time has been disastrous.
The SA mining industry has been in a decline for
a number of years. In 1970 mining contributed
more than 20% of SA’s GDP. Three years ago this
percentage was 6% and is currently only about 4,
9% of GDP.
Globally it now ranks at 64 out of 112 mining producing
countries in terms of mining output while in Africa it
now ranks 8th out 16 countries on the continent in
terms of output.

Since the beginning of 2011 the rand has declined
by more than 70% against the major currencies,
the US dollar in particular.

Much of these problems can be laid at the door of
regulatory intervention into the industry as well as
uncertainty over the ownership of mining rights.

The outlook for the demand for and prices of
commodities is also heavily influenced by the US
interest rates as well as the impact of recycling and
a reduction in the amounts of commodities used in
consumer and industrial goods.

Many global mining companies have opted to skip
SA as an investment destination and deployed their
investment capital in other parts of the world, notably
Canada, Australia, Chile and even countries in Africa.

As an example, about half the amount of platinum is
used in motor cars today versus ten years or so ago.
The same happened in all industries which are heavy
users of commodities. When prices rise, manufacturers
look for cheaper alternatives.
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This uncertainty is bound to escalate if the highly
disputed and controversial Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Amendment Bill is signed
into law later this year.
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The following graph illustrate the poor, if not non-existent returns,
earned by investors in the resource sector.

JSE VS RESOURCES
Monthly and Annual average returns (%) - dates to 07/11/2014
Instument
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END OF THE COMMODITY SUPER CYCLE
SIMPLIFIED SA COMMODITY INDEX
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Simplified SA commodity
index in USD

2

END OF

QUANTITATIVE EASING(QE)

At the height of the global financial crisis in 2008 the
United States Federal Reserve Bank started the first of
its programmes of bond-buying in the United States in
an effort to reduce interest rates in order to stimulate
economic activity.
These programmes, three in total since 2008, known as
Quantitative Easing (QE1, 2 and 3) were programmes
whereby the US Federal Reserve Bank, in a deliberate
attempt to reduce US interest rates, especially US
long bond rates, purchased massive amounts of US
bonds in an attempt to inflate economic activity. In
effect, money was created out of thin air, as the US
Fed, as any other central bank can do, simply created
new US dollars in order to pay for these US bonds.
More than $4 trillion was created in this way over
the six year that these programmes have been
conducted. It was ended last month by the new US
Fed chairman Janet Yellen.

The good news was that the last of the programmes
QE3 was ended on the back of a return to economic
health in the USA and a drop in the unemployment rate.
On a quarter to quarter basis the US economy grew
by 3,5% while the unemployment rate has decline to
below 6%.
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A great deal of this money found itself flowing to
emerging market economies, including South Africa.
Now that QE3 has ended the flow of money into
emerging market countries, including South Africa, has
slowed down considerably and in certain instances
stopped altogether.
While the inflow of money, temporarily led to higher
growth, mainly consumption, the reversal could
see a marked slowdown in economic activity.
Of particular concern is that about half of all
emerging countries—including Russia, SA and
Thailand—are now expanding at a much slower
pace than the average growth rates before QE.
QE has been generally seen as a success, as can be
seen by the out performance of the US economy since
2008 relative to Europe and Japan, but many felt that
it didn’t go far enough. It relied on consumer banks
to create credit demand when loan demand was
lackluster. Even Ben Bernanke, former head of the US
Fed, recently commented that he couldn’t refinance
a mortgage bond with his bank, as his credit rating
(according to the bank) made him a bad risk!
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LONG-TERM TREND

IN THE US DOLLAR
As South Africans we tend to focus on the rise and
fall of the local currency against other currencies.
Most South Africans must be aware of the decline
in the ZAR against the USD but not many people
are aware—or keep track—of the USD against
other major currencies. In this regard the US has
been soaring against the other major currencies
this year.
Certain commentators, like John Mauldin for
instance, feels the US dollar is set to break out of
its 30-year decline against a basket of currencies.
This view is shared by HSBC and other fund managers
who describe the “US dollar as the only game in town”.
From a technical point of view the 7 year downtrend of
the US dollar against a basket of major currencies has
recently been broken.

These trends are major cyclical events and can last
for up to 5 years.
The combination of a rising dollar, a downturn in
the commodity cycle coupled with its own structural
economic problems leaves the rand, along with certain
other Emerging Market currencies very vulnerable.
Who would have said 4 years ago that the rand, then
trading at around R6,50 to the US dollar, could be
trading at R11,30—a decline of 74%.
A decline of a similar nature over the
next four years would take the rand to
R20 to the US dollar!

US Dollar VERSUS basket of currencies
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SCARY OUTLOOK FOR

EMERGING MARKET
ECONOMIES
On September the 8th the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), one of the most conservative global
economic institutions, downgraded South Africa’s
prospective growth rate from a previous estimate
of 2, 7% to 1%, and 4% for 2014. This is a third of
the forecast growth for Sub-Saharan economies
and less than the growth rates in many developed
countries.
However, this announcement was drowned out by the
verdict on the Oscar Pistorius Trial. Guess which is
more important for your future well-being of the two
events?
The same happened on the day Moody’s announced
its latest downgrade early in November. The front
page of our largest Afrikaans newspaper dealt with
the story about Steve Hofmeyer perhaps not singing
at the Innibos musical festival later this year.
One had to search extremely diligently to try and find
the news article on Moody’s downgrade.
It’s a well- known fact that many emerging market
economies a have stumbled in recent years as a
result of the slowdown in Europe, Japan and also
the US.
However, Michael Powers, investment strategist of the
Investec group, has warned that emerging markets
should not be lumped into one group.

Emerging Markets at risk
Export strength
(right) vs
Export CHARACTER
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Source: Michael Power

SA INTERNATIONAL RATINGS

IN A DOWNWARD
SPIRAL

At the dawn of the new democracy in 1994 South
Africa’s financial situation was dire. In short, the
growth rate was under pressure from years of political
uncertainty, fiscal deficits and pressure on the balance
of payments. International credit ratings, however,
started improving alongside the increase in exports
and higher growth rates.

The question is not anymore if one should
invest in emerging market economies but
WHICH emerging market economies?

South Africa’s international credit rating experienced
an upward curve from about 1997 onwards by all the
major international credit ratings - Moody’s, Fitch and
Standards & Poor’s.

In the current global economic climate, countries with
either a current account surplus or being an exporter
of manufactured goods, or ideally both, should be
considered as investment destinations.

Our ratings were boosted by tight fiscal management,
rapid economic growth as well as an increase in
exports as a result of the upward trend in commodity
prices and the country’s international terms of trade.

Countries that need to be avoided, or at
least the risk considered, include those
that have a current account deficit
as well as being commodity exporters.
There are four countries that are in this
grouping; namely Brazil, Indonesia, Chile
and South Africa.

However, since 2010 our credit ratings have been
sliding as the country’s growth rate and other
important economic variables started backsliding.

John Mauldin, the foremost commentator and author
of best-selling books on the global economy, has also
identified South Africa, together with Chile and Turkey
as the country most at risk from the expected reversal
in global capital flows.
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Government debt as a percentage of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP started rising from around 40% and is
set to reach 50% in the current financial year.
The new finance minister Nhanlha Nene, in his Medium
Term Budget Review has promised to cut down on
government spending, but whether he can succeed
remains to be seen.
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Several downgrades followed and SA now runs the
risk of losing its investment grade rating. Such a
development would be very negative to South African
investors as this could lead to a sell-off in local bonds,
listed property and also the currency.
All the top ratings agencies have warned that a
loss of investment grade rating could happen
should the economic growth rate not increase
and attention be given to the country’s structural
problems.

SA’s deterioration in respect of many key economic
variables has been relatively gradual but pretty
unrelenting.
A further downgrade to junk status will have a material
impact on the wealth of almost all South African
investors.
Fitch is releasing its ratings review on SA on the 12th
of December 2014, which should be an indication how
the debt ratings agencies view South Africa currently.

Institutional investors, such as pension funds, are
often not allowed to invest in a country with a belowinvestment grade rating.

CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS

1

ELECTRICITY

2

New risks were introduced into the economic
landscape in 2008 when Eskom surprised and
shocked all and sundry with load shedding and rolling
blackouts as supply of electricity lagged demand while
in many cases, supply was interrupted by technical
breakdowns of the electricity grid.

Since then the country has been held hostage to the
threats of and, as we saw just a week or so ago, real
load shedding. The economic impact of an unreliable
and increasingly expensive electricity supply has been
a loss of economic growth and a loss of economic
confidence.
Economist Dawie Roodt has estimated that the lack
of adequate electricity supply means the economy
is R366 billion smaller than what it could have been
compared to a normal supply situation.
The rapidly rising cost of producing electricity is highly
inflationary and has resulted in substantial pressure
on household discretionary spending.
The lack of energy to expand the economy
has put a lid on potential growth at
around 2 to 2, 5%.
Over time such a restraint on economic
growth has a massive impact on job
creation, growth in the tax base as well
as the inflationary impact of electricity
tariffs rising much faster than average
inflation rate.
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WATER AND SEWERAGE
Gauteng experienced its first real water -supply crisis
last month when several suburbs in Johannesburg
and Pretoria were without water, due to a breakage of
an important pump-relay station.
Remember, Gauteng is the heartland of economic
activity in SA and accounts for more than 40% of SA’s
GDP. It is feared that such interruptions could become
more commonplace.
Earlier this month Media 24 also published a
confidential report on the dire state of the country’s
water supply. Lack of investment in infrastructure
and maintenance has resulted that more than
40% of drinkable water is lost before it reaches the
end consumer.
The report also indicated that R239 billion rand needs
to be spent on water infrastructure in the country.

TAX INCREASES
The increase in the total number of taxpayers as
well as the amount of money collected in the form
of all kinds of taxes since 1994 has been one of the
outstanding success stories in the new South Africa.
It would seem as if this success story is coming to
an end.
With the slowdown in economic growth since 2010 it
has become clear that the government has reached
Brenthurst Wealth Management (PTY) LTD FSP No. 7833

the end of squeezing more taxes out of the existing
sources of revenue. New sources need to be found
and it was for this reason that the Davis tax commission
was appointed some two years ago to try and find
alternative sources of income.
Treasury has indicated that government revenue
will fall short by R44bn in the current financial year
and that increases in taxation at this stage is almost
inevitable. These could take the form of an increase
in Personal Income Tax, an added fuel levy and an
increase in Value Added Tax (Vat) or a combination
of these three.
Prof Jannie Roussouw, former economic advisor to
the SARB and now head of the School of Economic
Sciences at Wits, suggests an increase in the marginal
tax rate to 45% for PIT. (Personal income tax?)

A breakdown of the latest revenue figures (for the
year 2013) shows that there were 17 million IRP5’s
issued to 13 million registered taxpayers, as many
have multiple sources of income.
Of the 13 million individuals only 6, 6 million had
PAYE deducted on some or all of their certificates
while 6, 4 million had PAYE certificates on which
no PAYE was deducted.
In total 5, 2 million taxpayers submitted returns
and were assessed in the 2013 tax year. Out of this
group only 4 million had a taxable income of more
than R60 000 per annum and were thus liable for
income tax.

Rossouw has also warned that if the current rate of
expenditure on government salaries, social grants,
old age pensions and interest on government loans
continue, the country will reach a fiscal cliff in less
than 10 years.

It gets worse. Only 418 099 taxpayers reported a
taxable income greater than R500 000 per annum,
while 111 590 taxpayers earned more than R1million
per annum. The number of taxpayers earning
more than R2m per annum drops to 21 030 while
those earning more than R5 million amounted to 3
587.Add the last two totals together and you get a
number less than the number of white rhinos left
in South Africa!

The success of income tax collections and getting
more taxpayers into the net has been one of the
outstanding successes of the last 20 years or so. That
needs to be acknowledged.

How much of total taxes do they pay? Since the
great financial crisis of 2008 the percentage of
income tax paid by companies has dropped sharply
while that of individuals has risen considerably.

This has allowed the state to provide a safety net for
more than 17 million people, the poorest of the poor,
in the form of social grants, old age pensions and
child grants.

An ever-decreasing number of about 25 000
wealthy individuals are now paying as much as
34% of all personal income taxes and an estimated
12% of ALL income taxes in South Africa.
Forget about saving the rhino, we should worry
about saving the wealthy taxpayer (just kidding
of course).

However, there are now more people who receive
these grants than the number of registered taxpayers
in the country.

OPPORTUNITIES
The current bout of rand weakness has translated
into superlative investment returns for our clients
who acted on our advice in 2010 and 2011 to
increase their offshore exposure.
We doubt that these returns will be repeated in the
near future and must warn against such expectations.
Short-term movements in currencies are notoriously
fickle and volatile. We still remain fairly certain that the
rand is set to decline over the next couple of years,
unless there is a major change in the economic policy
of government.
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However, we still recommend that
every South African investor needs to
consider offshore investments as a
form of diversification away from local
economic conditions, the outlook which
is not particularly promising at this
point in time.
In addition, there are some very exciting
global investment trends.
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1

US ECONOMIC
EXPANSION BACK
ON TRACK

3

GLOBAL WEALTH
TRENDS

Many commentators predicted the demise of the
United States as economic powerhouse after the
collapse of Lehman Bros in 2008 which directly led to
the Great Financial Crisis of 2008/2009.

Six years later, mainly due to the three QE programmes,
is the US the first of the global economic superpowers
to emerge with a rising growth rate, declining
unemployment (now below 6%) as well as declining
budget deficits.
This is in contrast to tepid or non-existing growth in
Europe and Japan. Even China has been struggling to
maintain its superior growth rate of the last number of
years as the country tries to engineer a reverse of its
export-led growth to one of consumption-expenditure
by its massive population of 1,3 billion people.
There is also great uncertainty about the size and
extent of the so-called shadow-banking system in
China, making it difficult to determine and identify the
hidden dangers.
The US has suddenly become a major attraction
for global capital flows, which is evident in the
rising dollar and equity markets at record highs in
recent weeks.

2

MASSIVE STIMULUS
BY BANK OF JAPAN

We need to stress again that the rand returns of our
recommended offshore funds over the past four years
are unlikely to be repeated again.
Global investing is also about diversification and
deploying investment capital into industries or asset
classes not available to local investors.
Prime examples include investments in biotechnology,
technology, global properties and global brands, as
an example.
Many of our investors who took our advice four
years ago have earned superb returns over
this period.
We have also in recent months started adding
health care and demographic funds to our range
of offshore funds. These funds offer attractive
diversification options to local investors.

4

On the 31st of October 2014 the Bank of Japan
announced a massive increase in monetary stimulus
that could have a pronounced effect on global equity
and bond markets.
The BoJ announced it was increasing its monthly
monetary stimulus (the Japanese version of QE) from
Y60 trillion per month to Y80 trillion per annum.
At the same time the GPIF (the Japanese Government
Pension Fund; the largest in the world) announced
new asset allocation targets, raising equities from 12
to 25%, which will provide an estimated $240 billion of
buying momentum for local and global equities over
three years.

The Nikkei 225 rose by almost 5% on the
announcement while the Yen dropped to a seven
year low against the US dollar.
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Global investing is so much more about rand
weakness, although a weakened rand enhances
returns in the short term.

JSE OFFERS GLOBAL
DIVERSIFICATION
Over the last ten to fifteen years the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange has undergone a dramatic change
in terms of ownership as well as the sources of its
revenue.
There have been two distinct features of this ownership
trend.
The first has been the massive increase in foreign
ownership of companies listed on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange, partly driven by the attraction of
SA as a well-regulated investment destination as
well as the carry-trade (borrowing cheap money in
the US or in Japan) in order to invest in rapidly
growing economies.
Many well-known South African companies, such as
MTN, Naspers, SABMiller, Remgro and Richemont, to
name just a few are now majority-owned by foreign
investors.
As far as bonds are concerned the foreign ownership
can be as high as 70% foreign ownership.
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The second part of the story entails the earnings
outsourcing of JSE companies. While individual
investors have been reluctant to consider offshore
diversification, JSE-listed companies have been
increasingly expanding offshore and into the rest of
Africa in search of new areas of business.

Our retirement fund legislation has also been
changed in recent years to reflect the increasing
need for offshore diversification. Retirement funds—
in the form of pension funds, provident funds as well
retirement annuities can now invest up to 25% in
terms of Regulation 28—into offshore funds directly.

The JSE today earns as much as 60-70% of its
earnings in foreign currency making the JSE itself
a rand-hedge, to a greater or lesser extent.

A further weakening of the rand—which we are
forecasting—will be positive for many sectors on
the JSE, especially those companies earning most
if not all of their income in foreign currencies.

Here is an example of the kind of returns earned over the past four years:

CREATING GLOBAL WEALTH
Time Span: 31 / 10 / 2009 – 31/10/2014 | Currency: ZAR

Monthly and Annual average returns (%) - dates to 31/10/2014
Instument
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CONCLUSION
It has been our view for several years now that
most South African investors have been afraid of
offshore diversification for the wrong reasons.

We invite you to discuss your long-term investment
decisions with any of the four offices of Brenthurst
Wealth countrywide.

These fears are slowly but surely being dispelled
as investors consider the alternative of having all
or most of their assets in country whose economy
is suffering from serious mismanagement and
ideological dogma which is posing a serious threat
to individual wealth creation.

Capital will always go where it’s welcome
and stay where it’s well treated. Capital is
not just money. It’s also talent and ideas.
They, too, will go where they’re welcome
and stay where they are well treated.

Happy Holidays
Brenthurst Wealth Offices
Will be closing:

Friday 19th Dec 2014
& Opening again on

Monday 5th Jan 2015
In case of emergency, Brenthurst Financial Planners
will be reachable on their emails.
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494A Lois Avenue, Erasmuskloof
X3, Pretoria, SA

29 Chiappini Street, De Waterkant,
Cape Town, 8001, SA

Tyger Waterfront Terraces Block 2, Carl
Cronje Drive, Tygervalley, Bellville, SA

PO Box 10150, Fourways East,
2055, Gauteng, SA

PO Box 32593, Waverley,
Pretoria, 0135, SA

Postnet Suite 275, Box X22,
Tygervalley, 7536, Cape Town, SA

Postnet Suite 275 P/Bag X22,
Tygervalley, 7536, Cape Town, SA

DISCLAIMER: Brenthurst Wealth Management is an authorized financial services provider Reg No 2004/012998/07 FSP No. 7833.
This document should not be viewed as investment advice as each individual investor is different and has different investment needs. Please consult any one of
our highly qualified investment advisors before acting on the advice and recommendations contained in this newsletter. Kindly contact BWM for an appointment.
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